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1. INTRODUCTION 
To explain the purpose of this paper we must first give a very brief resume 
of some radical theory; we introduce our notation and terminology at the 
same time. 
1.1. We write I < R to mean that I is an ideal of the (not necessarily 
associative) ring R. We write R -+ S or S c R to mean that S is a homo- 
morphic image of R, and we write 0 for the zero ring. 
Let 4 be a universe of rings (possibly admitting some fixed set of operators, 
e.g., a field F). That is, Q satisfies 
(A) 0 E 4, and 
(B) S t R E Q implies S E %; 
(these say that 9 is a homomorphically closed class), and 
(D) I < RE%impliesIE%Y; 
(this says that 4?! is hereditary). 
1.2. Suppose Z’ is a homomorphically closed subclass of 4Y. If  I < 
R E %, we say that I is an &‘-ideal of R provided I (regarded as a ring in 
its own right) is in .%‘. R is X-semisimple provided 0 is its only X-ideal. 
Given R E 9, there is a unique smallest among the ideals M of R such 
that the difference ring R - M is &‘-semisimple. We write h(R) for this 
ideal, and have thus defined an operator h on 4V associated with the class x?. 
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If a (homomorphically closed) class is named by a certain script letter, 
we will systematically use the corresponding lower case letter for the 
associated operator, which we call a semiradical. Thus, h is the X-semiradical. 
In this paper, the symbols %‘, Z’, h will always bear the above meanings. 
1.3. Given X’, and R E @, a construction for h(R) is given in [l, p. 1011, 
and goes as follows: 
ho(R) = 0; 
hS+l(R) = c {V: h@(R) C V < R; V - h@(R) EX}; 
h”(R) = u (h”(R): /.L < A}, if X is a limit ordinal >O. 
Then there is a minimal a such that ha(R) = h*+l(R), and we have h(R) = 
hE(R). 
Any semiradical h has the properties h(R - h(R)) = 0 and h(h(R)) = h(R) 
for all R E % (see [l, p. 1061). 
1.4. If 8 is such that 
(C) h(R) E 2’, for all R E 9, 
then 2 is called a radical class, and the associated semiradical h is called 
a radical (the &‘-radical). It is clear from (C) and h(h(R)) = h(R) that Z 
is a radical class if and only if 2 = (R E %!: R = h(R)}. 
Hence, we have a method for determining whether a given operator h on @ 
is a radical. Specifically, form the class X = (R E %!: R = h(R)}, and 
check whether it is homomorphically closed, and if so, whether h = k. 
By contrast, there seems to be no known way of determining whether a 
given operator h on 4 is a semiradical; i.e., of recovering from knowledge 
of h any class 8 for which the associated semiradical is precisely h. 
1.5. Although a given class 2 will not in general be a radical class, 
there is always a smallest radical class Z’.. in Q2 to contain X. (We may 
call S* the radical closure of Y in %). A construction for .z?‘* is given by 
Kurosh [3, p. 191, who calls it the lower s-radical. The construction goes 
as follows : 
z. = x if X is homomorphically closed, 
2&+r = {S E %: If 0 # T t S, then T has a nonzero ideal in #s}, 
x = u WC: P ==I a for X a limit ordinal >0, 
Sf* = (J (Z&: all IX}. 
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Note that the chain {sa} is increasing. It follows that %.. = (#s).+ for 
any /3. For Z* = lJ {sa: all LY} = (J {Z=: 01 > B} = (J {Za+v: all r} = 
lJ {(%&: all r} = (x0)* . The fact that (J$),, = ~$a+~ is sufficient reason 
for starting the construction with y% = &‘, rather than Zr = %, as 
Kurosh did. 
1.6. In Section 4, we consider the problem of characterizing&.+ in terms 
of Z; i.e., giving a criterion for R to be in fl* that refers only to R and #, 
and not to 2. itself. This problem turns out to be closely associated with 
another of Amitsur’s conditions (we have already defined A, B, C, D), viz 
(E) if I < R E @ and h(R) = 0, then h(I) = 0. 
1.7. If  we write SZ for the semisimple class of ti; i.e., S&’ = 
{R E 9: h(R) = 0}, then we can rewrite (E) in the form 
(E,) if I < R E S%, then I E S&‘. 
It is also easy to show that (E) or (E,) is equivalent to the condition 
(Y) if I < R E Q, then h(I) C I n h(R). 
Conditions on 8 in some sense dual to (E,), (Y), (E) respectively, are 
(Da) ifI < RE%, thenIE&; 
(X) if I < R E a, then h(l) 2 I n h(R); 
(Di) if I < R E @! and h(R) = R, then h(l) = I. 
It is therefore reasonable to ask what implications there are among these 
three conditions. It is easy to see that (X) + (DJ, and it is known that 
(Da) + (Di) [4, p. 141. It is also easy to produce examples to show that 
there are, in general, no upward implications (see 6.2 and 6.3 below). 
However, no one seems to have tackled the question whether (Do) implies 
(X), although the corresponding result when GW is a radical class is both 
well known and very easy (see [2, p. 5951). 
1.8. It is the main aim of Sections 2 and 3 to give the answer yes to 
this question. The proof turns out to be quite difficult. Now, many of the 
difficulties that arise in radical theory can be traced to the fact that whereas 
the relation “is a homomorphic image of” is transitive, the dual relation 
“is an ideal of” in general is not. For our proof of (Da) + (X) we introduce 
a piece of machinery that to some extent bypasses this difficulty, and may 
prove useful in other investigations. 
Thus, suppose that S is an ideal (or even a subring) of R E %. Then 
the relative &‘-semiradical of S in R, written hR(S), is a certain ideal of R 
that lies in S. In Section 2 we define hR(S)‘ and derive its main properties, 
and in Section 3 we show that the relation k,(l) = I n h(R) for all I < 
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R E %! is equivalent to a certain condition (ci) on &‘. It is then very easy 
to deduce the chain of implications (D,) -+ (ci) + (X), and our problem 
is thus solved. 
1.9. It follows equally easily that if Z’ satisfies (c,), then A?* is hereditary. 
In Section 5, we attempt to find much weaker conditions on & that still 
force Z* to be hereditary. The work of Section 4 (mentioned in 1.6 above) 
is a necessary preliminary to part of this, as well as having interest in its 
own right. 
Finally, in Section 6, we collect the various conditions that arise in this 
paper, summarize the implications among them, and establish certain 
nonimplications by the construction of suitable examples. We also discuss 
some open questions. 
2. THE RELATIVE SEMIRADICAL OF A SUBRING 
2.1. Recall that % is a universe and &’ is a given homomorphically 
closed subclass. Given R E % and a subring S of R, we define 
(i) hRo(S) = 0, 
(ii) hi+‘(S) = C {V < R: h&S) C V C S; V - h#(S) E Z}, 
(iii) haA = u {h&S): p < A} if A is a limit ordinal >0, 
(iv) AR(S) = u {/2$(S): all CY}. 
Then there is a smallest ordinal y such that h&S) = hYR+l(S), and 
hR(S) = h&S). 
It is clear that ha(S) is the smallest of those ideals M of R such that 
MC S and S - M contains no nonzero &‘-ideal of R - M. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose S and T are subrings of R E %!, and A? is 
as usual. Then, for all ordinals 01, 
(i) hR(S) C T implies hROL(S) Ch&T), 
(ii) hRG(S) C p(S). 
Proof. By induction on OL, both results being trivial for 01 = 0. The 
argument is trivial if (II is a limit ordinal. Suppose then OL = /3 + 1, and 
X = hRB(S) C W, where W = h/(T) in case (i), and W = ho(S) in case (ii). 
Let V<R be as in 2.l(ii). Then (V+ W)- WNV-(Vn W)c 
V- XE&‘. Thus also (V+ W) - WE&‘. 
In case (i) we now have V + W < R, and, in view of our hypothesis, 
V + WC T. Thus V + W is one of the defining ideals for hB,f’( T), whence 
h%+‘(S) = C V C h%+“(T), as required. 
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In case (ii) we have I’ + W < S, so that I’ + W is one of the defining 
ideals for hi+‘(S), and we have h:+‘(S) = C VC P”(S), as required. 
THEOREM A. With 4 and &’ as usual, suppose S and T are subrings 
of R E 4. Then 
(i) hR(S) C T implies hR(S) C h,(T), 
(ii) h,(R) = h(R), 
(iii) h&R(S)) = b(S), 
(iv) RR(S) C S n h(R), 
(v) S C T implies hR(S) C hT(S), 
(vi) hR(S) C h(S). 
Proof. (i) There exists an OL so large that both h$(S) = hR(S) and 
h,“(T) = h,(T). Now use 2.2(i). 
(ii) Obvious from the definitions (2.1 and 1.2). 
(iii) Set T = hR(S). Th en, from its definition, we have h,(T) C T. 
On the other hand, hR(S) C T yields, by (i), that hR(S) C h,(T); i.e., that 
T C hR(T). This does it. 
(iv) Certainly hR(S) C S. Also, hR(S) C R yields hR(S) C h,(R) = 
h(R), by (i) and (ii). 
(v) It is easy to prove by induction on /3 that h&S) C h,(S) for all /3, 
and the result follows. We thus have the elegant formula hR(S) C h,(T) n 
h,(S). 
(vi) Take T = S in v and use (ii). Alternately, use 2.2(ii). ( ), 
We consider next the action on hR(S) of a homomorphism 0 of R. 
THEOREM B. With 9 and &’ as usual, suppose S is a subring of R E a, 
and 0 E horn R. Then 
(i) hR(S)O C h&S@. 
Equality holds if either 
(ii) ker 0 C hR(S), or 
(iii) S < R and ker 8 n S = 0. 
Proof. For each ordinal p, set h$8(SO) = Us, and h&S) = X, . 
(i) As in 2.2, it suffices to prove that Xs+ie C Us,, on the assump- 
tion that X,0 C Us . Let I’ be one of the defining ideals for X,, as in 2.l(ii); 
i.e., X,CYcS; V<R, and V-Xs~fl. Then (I@+ U,)- Us- 
Ve-(Venu,)+V0-X,$3~V-(x,+kere)tV-XXg~.%’. 
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Since U, C VB + U, C Se, and I/B + Us < Rl?, it follows that Vd + U, 
is one of the defining ideals for Us,, . So XB+rO = (C V)B = C (5’6) C 
u s+r , as required. 
(ii) It suffices to show that U,,, C hR(S)S)e = X0, say, on the assump- 
tion that U, C XB, where X = hR(S). Let VB be one of the defining ideals 
for U,,, ; i.e., U, C VB C Se; Vt? < R0, and Vtl - U, E %. Then 
x3 ve- u,+ ve-(xen ve)-(ve+xe)-xe 
E(V+X)-(X+kere) =(V+X)-X 
in view of our hypothesis. 
Now, by definition of X, S - X contains no nonzero Z-ideals of R - X. 
Thus, (V + X) - X = 0; i.e., VC X. Hence V0 C X0, whence Us,, = 
C (Ve) C X8, as required. 
(iii) It suffices to show that U,,, C X0+&9 on the assumption that U, C 
X,0. We argue as in (ii) to find that &’ contains (V + X,) - (X0 + ker e), 




= [P @ ker 01 - [X, @ ker 01, say, 
C-P-XX,. 
Also, P = (V n S) + Xs c S, and P < R. Thus P is one of the defining 
ideals for X,,, , whence (V n S)e C Ptl C X4+lfL SO U,,, = (C V)f3 = 
C (Ve) = C (V n S)e C Xa+,B, as required. 
2.3. Returning now to Theorem A, we see that the inclusions (iv) and 
(vi) can be amalgamated to read RR(S) C h(S) n h(R). In general, there 
is no reason to expect equality, even when %’ is a “well-behaved” radical 
class. For instance, suppose & is the class of associative algebras over a 
given field F, and &’ is the class of nil algebras in %. Let V be a vector 
space of dimension >l over F, and let A be the full endomorphism algebra 
of V over F. Form the semidirect sum R = A + V. That is, VA is defined 
by the action of A on V; AA is defined by composition, and RV = 0. 
Let S be a one-dimensional subspace of V. Then hR(S) = 0, but 
h(S) n h(R) = S n V = S. 
It is more sensible to ask whether we have equality when S is an ideal 
of R. We will shortly give an example of a radical class .z?’ in a universe CQI, 
I < A E &, h”(I) C (I n h(A)) n h(q, and It(a and In h(A) are incom- 
parable. First, however, we discuss briefly how we will construct both 
this example, and some others in this paper. 
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2.4. We will start with a given algebra A over a field F, and our universe 
will be the universal closure of (A}; i.e., the smallest universe of F-algebras 
to contain A. If the reader prefers rings to algebras, he can take F to be a 
Galois field GF,, , in which case ring- and algebra-theoretic notions coincide. 
There is a useful explicit construction for the universal closure of any 
given set do of F-algebras, which we now give. 
Let us write I =&, R to mean I = R, and, inductively, I <,+1 R to mean 
that there exists / such that I < J 6, R. We write I act R .to mean that 
I 6, R for some n, and say in this case that I is an accessible subring of R. 
Let us also write Y&’ for the closure under isomorphism of the class & 
of rings. 
We now have 
LEMMA 2.5. Let Jll’ be any nonempty collection of F-algebras. Then the 
universal closure of do is Y&l , where &I = {J - I: I < J act A E z&o>. 
Proof. This is a straightforward application of the isomorphism theorems 
and the definition (1.1) of a universe. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let F be a field, and A = F[a, b, c, d, e, f, g: CIC = bb = a; 
db=b;ae=cc=cd=c;bg=dd=d;ff=gg=e;ee=f],wherewe 
show a basis for A over F, and all the nonzero basis products. 
The proper ideals of A are H = F[a, c, e, f], I = F[a, b, c, d], H + I = B, 
and H n I = L. The proper ideals of B are J, H, L, C = F[a, b, c, e, f], 
and J = I n C. The proper ideals of I are J, L, M = F[a, b], and Z = L n M. 
These algebras, together with 0 and A, complete the tally of accessible 
subalgebras of A; the reader is invited to construct his own lattice 
diagram. 
Write F for the one-dimensional algebra F[c]. Then, (up to isomorphism), 
new algebras formed by taking difference algebras from the above are the 
following, listed by dimension: F, Z, J - Z N F @ Z, C - J ‘v B - I ‘v 
H-L==, I-M==, C-LLZ@P, I-Z==, B-J-FOP, 
A-I=G, A-H==; B-L=L@P, A-L=D(noteI-LE 
B - H N L). Thus, by Lemma 2.5, the universal closure .zY of (A} is 
Y{A, B,..., O,P,P@F,P@Z,P@L,F@Z,Z}. 
Now let & = Y{C, G, H, M, P, P @Z, Z, 0). Then ti is a radical 
class in &, and S% = 9{E, F, N, O}. %’ satisfies neither (D) nor (E), 
but it is supernilpotent (i.e., Z E H). Also, h(l) = M, and ITS h(A) = 
In H = L are incomparable, and h,(I) = 0 # Z = h(I) n h(A). 
We can also produce an example in which I < A E @ and h(I) and 
I n h(A) are not merely incomparable but (nonzero and) disjoint. We 
must of course then have h,(I) = h(I) n h(A) (=O). 
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2.7. If &’ satisfies (E) we must have h(1) CI n h(A) (see [l, p. 118; 
2, Lemma 21). However, we need not have h,(l) = h(l) n h(A) (=h(.l)), as 
witness the following example: A = F[a, b, c, d: UC = ba = ca = a; bb = b; 
ad = bc = cc = cd = c]. If H = F[u, c, d] and I = F[u, b, c], then SEP = 
${H, Z,O} is a supernilpotent radical class in ~2 that satisfies (E), but 
h,(I) = 0 # 2 cv h(I). 
However, if % is a universe of associative (or alternative) rings, and &’ 
satisfies (E), then I < A E ??/ implies h,(l) = h(l). For in this case h is a 
radical operator by [l, p. 1181, and then h(1) < A by [2, Theorem 21. 
If z?’ satisfies (D), then we must have A,&) = h(l) n h(A) = In h(A). 
This follows from stronger results in Section 3, and is easily proved if .#’ 
is a radical class. 
2.8. Finally, we remark that the example of 2.6 (or 2.7) can easily be 
“blown up” to an example of the same phenomena in any larger (possibly 
more natural) universe; e.g., the universe of all (or all finite-dimensional) 
F-algebras, in view of 
Remark 2.8. If &’ is a radical class in a universe .&’ and X* is its radical 
closure (see 1.5) in a larger universe 4, then ZZ’ n &‘.. = &‘, and h,(X) = 
h(X) for every X E &. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
3. CONDITION FOR h,(l) = 1 n h(R) 
We start with a somewhat technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose S, T, I are ideals of the ring R, and In S = 
InT=O. Set M=In(S+T), and L=(M+T)nS. Then there 
exists an isomorphisn of L - (S n T) with M (when they are regarded simul- 
tuneously us rings and us R&modules). 
Proof. Define a mapping ,6 of L -+ M by s/3 = m if s = m + t in an 
obvious notation. Then /3 is well defined. For if m + t = m’ f t’, then 
m-m’=t’-ttEMnTCInT=O, so that m=m’. If S,S’EL and 
Y E R, then, it is clear that (s + s’)/? = s/3 + s’p; (s/)/3 = ($3)~; (YS)/~ = Y($), 
so that fi is a linear map which preserves the R-bimodule structure of L and M. 
Next, if s, s’ EL, then (ss’)/3 = (s@)s E ML C I n S = 0. Also, ($?)(s’j?) E 
M2 C I(S + T) = IS + IT = 0. Thus j3 is a ring homomorphism into M. 
If mEM, say m=s+t. Then s=m-tt(M+T)nS==L, and 
$3 = m. Thus p is onto M. 
Finally, if q9 = 0, then s = 0 + t E S n T, and, conversely, S n T C L 
and (S n T)/? = 0, so that ker /I = S n T. Thus ,6 induces a ring-iso- 
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morphism p of L - (S n T) onto M, and it is trivial to verify that b preserves 
the natural R-bimodule structure of L - (S n T). 
From now on, Z? is some fixed homomorphically closed class in the 
universe 4. 
COROLLARY 3.2, In the situation of 3.1, with R E Q, set CJJ = nat: R + 
R - (S n T). Then h&Lg?) = L~I ;f and on& if h,(M) = M. 
Proof. Set TV = h,,(Lp). Then the mapping B of 3.1 induces an 
isomorphism of Lp, - T~J (as R-bimodule) onto M - (Tg~)b in the obvious 
way. Since no noruero submodule of L~J - Tp, lies in %, the same must 
hold of M - (TV@. Thus (Ty)p Z h,(M). The opposite inclusion is 
established similarly, and the result then follows from the second sentence 
of this proof. 
We now introduce a hierarchy of conditions on %. Recall from 2.4 the 
meaning of the notation J =&, R. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Given n > 0, we say that &’ satisfies (c,J provided 
that whenever 0 # I < R E % and there exists JELL such that I < 
J <, R, it follows that I contains a nonzero X-ideal of R. 
To shine some intuitive light on this, consider the alternative condition 
(cd): If I < R E Q, and there exists J E &’ such that I < J <, R, then 
h,(l) = I. 
LEMMA 3.4. For each n > 0, (Do) --t (c,+J + (c,J c)(c,‘). 
Proof. (Do) -+ (c,+J. Recall from (1.7) that (Do) says that &’ is heredi- 
tary. Thus, in the situation of (cn+J, we have I < J E 2, whence I is in A?, 
and can thus itself be taken as the required nonzero H-ideal of R. 
(c,+J -+ (c,) For J <<, R implies J \<,+1 R. 
(c,J --+ (c,‘) Given the hypotheses of (cn’), set 0 = nat: R -+ R - h,(I). 
Then I0 < RB E a, and 10 < Jd <,, R0 with JO E .%. On the other hand, 
Itl contains no nonzero H-ideal of Rd. So by (c,) we have I8 = 0; i.e., 
I = h,@). 
(c~‘) + (c,J Obvious from the definition 2.1 of h,(I). 
3.5. We give an example in 6.7 to show that, in general, (c,+J is strictly 
weaker than (cn) for every n, and we show in 6.8 that (c,) may hold for every n, 
while (D,) fails. 
THEOREM C. &’ is a (cJ-class in 4 if and only if I < R E 4 implies 
that h,(I) = In h(R) (whence also h,(l) = h(I) n h(R)). 
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Proof. Suppose first that I < R E ‘22 implies that h,(I) = In h(R), 
and we are given I < R E @ and J E 2’ with I < J < R. Then h,(I) = 
I n h(R) C I n J = I, so that h,(l) = 1. The result now follows from 3.4. 
In the opposite direction the proof is rather long, so we split it into stages. 
Let &’ be a (c,)-class, and suppose I < R E @. We must show that h,(I) = 
I n h(R). 
I. In view of Theorem A(iv), it suffices to show that h,(I) 2 In h(R). 
Suppose we can do this for the special case ha(I) = 0. Then, for arbitrary 
I<R~%,setv=nat:R+R- ha(I). Then by Theorem B(ii) we have 
h,(b) = hag = 0. Thus, by our supposition, we also haveIv n I = 0. 
But by Theorem A(iv) again, we have ker v  C h(R), whence by Theorem B(ii) 
again, taking S = R, we have h(Rv) = h(R)v. Hence, 0 = IV n h(R)v 2 
[I n h(R)]v, whence I n h(R) C ker v  = ha(I), as required. 
II. It thus remains to show that In h(R) = 0 on the assumption 
that hR(I) = 0. It suffices to show that I n F(R) = 0 for all CX, and we 
do this by induction on a. The result is trivial if 01 = 0, and the argument 
is trivial if a is a limit ordinal. So it remains only to assume 
k,(I) = 0 and lnP(R) =0 (*I 
for given /3, and to prove that In h”+l(R) = 0. 
III. Set Y = (V 6 R: hs(R) C V and V - M(R) E d’}. Thus 
/W(R) = C Y, and he+l(R) n 1 = Ck I, , where 
Ik = C{In (Vi, + a+- + Vtk): Vi,~V}. 
Thus it suffices to show that II, = 0 for all K. We shall do this by induction 
on k, Set 19 = nat: R + R - he(R). 
IV. We show that I1 = 0; i.e., that if V E v, then I n V = 0. 
NOW (I n V)O < RB E %, and VB E 2 is such that (In V)tl < VB < RB. 
Since X is a (c,)-class, we deduce from 3.4 that h,,((I n V)e) = (I n V)6 C M. 
Thus, by Theorem A(i), &,((I n V)e) C h&0). But In ker 6’ = 
I n he(R) = 0, by (*). Thus, hRB(IO) = h,(l)6 by Theorem B(iii), =O by (*). 
But 0 = h&0) 2 hRB((I n V)e) = (In V)e yields I n V C ker 8 = he(R). 
Thus, I n V C hB(R) n I = 0 by (*) again 
V. To complete the induction, we suppose that I, = 0, and have 
to show that I,,, = 0. For this it suffices to show that if Vi E Y (i = l,..., 
k + l), then In (V, + ... + V,,,) = 0. 
SetS=V1;T=V2+~~~+Ir,+,.ThenInS=ObyIVabove,and 
I n T = 0 by inductive hypothesis. With the notation of 3.1, we now have 
LB < RB E 9, and S8 E P is such that LB < Se < RB. Since X is a (cl)- 
c&s, it follows that hRB(LO) = Le. 
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Since S n T 1 G(R) = ker 8, there is a natural homomorphism I/ from 
R8 onto R - (S n T) = R&+b = Rv, say (in the notation of 3.2). Now 
ker # = (5’ n T)B CL0 = hRB(LO). Thus we may apply Theorem B(ii) to 
find that [h&O)]+ = h,&O#). In view of h,&Y) = LB, this says that 
Lg, = h,,(b). Hence, by 3.2, h,(M) = M, where M = In (S + T). 
Since h,(M) Cl, Theorem A(i) yields M = h,(M) C hR(I) = 0 by (*). 
That is,O=M=In(S+T)=In(V,+***+ Vk+l), as required. 
3.6. We have thus found a necessary and sufficient condition for h,(I) = 
In h(R), and hence, a sufficient condition for hR(I) = h(I) n h(R). The 
latter equality may hold even if &’ does not satisfy (~3 (see end of 2.6). 
It is not, however, a natural relation, since h(I) is not in general an ideal of R. 
COROLLARY 3.7. For a given homomorphically closed class SS? in a!, consider 
the following conditions on 2: 
(DO) I < R E SY implies I E 2, 
(cl) I<RE%andI< J<Rwith JE&‘impliesI=h,(I), 
(X) I < R E % implies h(I) 2 In h(R), 
(D3 I < R E JI1 implies I E S1 . 
Then PO) - (4 -(X) -+ PI). If JP is a radical class then all the 
conditions are equivalent. 
Proof. (Da) -+ (cr) In the situation of (cl), we have I E .%. 
(cl) + (X) If  I < R E %, then In h(R) = h,(I) by Theorem C, and 
h,(I) C h(I) by Theorem A(iv). 
(X) -+ (D1) If  I < R E%~, then h(R) = R, so h(I) = I; that is, 
I E x1 (see the definition in 1.5). 
I f  # is a radical class then %r = &‘, so the conditions (Da) and (Dr) 
coincide. 
In Section 6 we give examples to show that there are, in general, no 
upward implications among the above conditions. 
3.8. The implication (D,) --+ (D1) established above was proved by 
Leavitt [4, p. 141. An easy induction then shows that (Da) for any 01 (i.e., 
the condition on Z’ that ti= be hereditary) implies (D,) (the condition 
that Z.. be hereditary). In particular, we have found conditions on .%’ 
(e.g., (cr) or (X)) that suffice to force (D,). It is possible to produce weaker 
conditions on ~9’ (e.g., (c,,)), that force &‘* to be hereditary, and in Section 5 
we try to see how far we can, go in this direction. 
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4. CHARACTERIZING G‘& 
4.1. The goal raised in 3.8 was to give an economical condition on 2 
that would ensure (D,); i.e., I < R E &‘* implies 1~ Z* . An obvious 
preliminary is to characterize X* in terms of 2. That is, can we say whether 
a given ring R is in &‘* in terms which refer only to R (and its ideals, homo- 
morphic images, etc.) and to .X’, and not to X* itself? This section is devoted 
to this problem, which turns out to be closely related to considerations 
first raised in [7J 
4.2. Suppose R E #* . Then R E Xy for some y; let y1 be the minimal 
such y. If  yi # 0 then yr is a successor ordinal, so that R has some nonzero 
ideal in %a for some /I < yr ; 1 t e ya be the minimal such /3. Proceeding 
in this way, we find that if R # 0, then there is a chain R = .I1 > I, > 
I, > -“, with li E sV, , and yr > y2 > pm.. Since any strictly descending 
chain of ordinals is finite, there exists n such that yII = 0; i.e., 1, E Z. 
We have thus shown that if 0 # R E %* then R has a nonzero accessible 
subring in 2. We can strengthen this condition by noting that if R E X* , 
then also every Rd E 3EL+. . Thus, we have 
Note 4.3. I f  R EL%“* , then every RB # 0 has a noruero accessible 
subring in %‘. 
In this section we settle the question for what .# the converse holds. 
For these &’ we have a criterion for membership in Z* that is of the desired 
sort. 
4.4. Given the class &’ we define an operator m, that was implicitly 
used in [7]. For any R E 9, it is clear that there is a unique smallest among 
the ideals M of R such that R - M has no nonzero accessible subring 
in X. We define mh on 9 by setting m,(R) = this M. M can be generated 
by a transfinite procedure like that of 1.3 or 2.1: mhl(R) would be the ideal 
of R generated by all the accessible #-subrings of R (cf. [q). 
There are two classes of rings in 4 that are naturally associated with 
this operator m, ; viz. 
X0 = {R E 4: R = m,(R)} and Ah = {m,(R): R E %Y}. 
It is clear from the definition of m,(R) that SC is the set of all those R E 92 
such that every RB # 0 has a nonzero accessible subring in .%‘. Thus, 
4.3 can be viewed as stating that %* C sU , and asking whether X* = Z0 . 
It is also clear from this presentation of SC that it is homomorphically 
closed, and hence has its associated semiradical operator h, , as in 1.2. 
We now collect together the basic relations among these various objects 
and functions. Some of these are given in [7, 81, and are included here 
for completeness. 
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THEOREM D. Let &’ be a homomorphically closed class in the universe 92, 
S* the radical class it generates, and m, , A$ , h, , J?~ as in 4.4. Then 
I. (i) If X = Z0 , X* , OY Xa for any 01, then mR = m3,, S0 = Zu, 
k, = h,, and&, =AYh. 
(ii) Z.. C Sg = 3Ea,, = X0* = Ho, C Ah , and h, is a radical 
operator. 
(iii) If I < R E S’, then m,(I) C I n m,(R). 
(iv) If R E a/, then h,(R) C h,(R) C m,(R). 
II. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(v) Ah is homomorphically closed, 
(vi> mh = mh2, 
(vii) &V = dh , 
(viii) For R E 4, h,,(R) = 0 implies m,JR) = 0, 
(ix) X0 satis$es (E), 
(4 ma = ho , 
(xi) mh is a radical operator. 
III. The following conditions, stronger than those of II, are equivalent: 
(xii) X* satisfies (E), 
(xiii) h, = mh , 
(xiv) H* (=&$) = .M, . 
Proof. (i) Given R E a’, RB = R - m,(R) has no nonzero accessible 
subrings in SF, and hence, by the definition in case X = XU, or by the 
argument of 4.2 otherwise, it has no nonzero accessible subrings in X. 
Thus m,(RB) = 0, h w ence m,(R) 2 ker 8 = m,(R). The opposite inclusion 
is easy, so m, = mh . It follows immediately that &Zlc = .Mh and Z0 = ZC . 
The latter equality implies k, = h, . 
We thus see that the notions of this section answer well to our aim of 4.1: 
They “really” say something about S* , while ostensibly referring only 
to a?. 
(ii) We have already seen that X* C &‘,, . Applying this result with 
S0 in place of Z, we find that Ho C X0* 2 &&. By (i) we have &‘& = SC, 
and also .X+., = H0 . This yields all the equalities, and the inclusion X0 C M, 
is clear. The equality P0 = So, shows that Z0 is a radical class, so that the 
associated operator h, is a radical operator. 
(iii) Given I < R E Q set 0 = nat: R + R - m,(R). Then R8, and 
hence also 16, has no nonzero accessible subring in 8’. Thus, m,(le) = 0, 
whence m,(I) C ker(8 11) = m,(R) n I. 
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(iv) The inclusion h,(R) _C h,(R) follows easily from the inclusion 
A?.+ CsO of (ii). Next, given R E @‘, set 0 = nat: R + R - ml,(R). If 
10 < Rtl with 10 E sc , then by (iii) 16’ = m&0) C I0 n m,(RB) = 0. Thus 
Rt9 is X0-semisimple, whence h,(R) _C ker 0 = m,(R). 
II. (v) -+ (vi) Given R E a’, set I = m*(R) and / = m,(l). By 
hypothesis I - J E ~4%‘~ , and so, if nonzero, it contains a nonzero accessible 
*-subring, whence m,(I - J) # 0. This contradiction shows that I = J; 
that is, mh2(R) = m,(R) for all R E a. 
(vi) + (vii) If S EJ&+‘* , say S = m,(R). Then, mh(S) = m,‘(R) = 
mh(R) = S, so that S E X0 . Thus, Ah _C so, and the opposite inclusion 
is part of (ii). 
(vii) --+ (viii) If h,(R) = 0, then R has no nonzero ideals in yi”, = A, . 
In particular, we must have m,(R) = 0. (The opposite inclusion always 
holds by (iv)). 
(viii) --+ (ix) The class {R E @: m,(R) = 0} is hereditary by (iii), and 
(viii) asserts that it coincides with SXO . 
(ix) -+ (x) Given R E %‘, set I = m,(R) and J = h,(R). By (iv) 
J C I. If J # I then R - J contains a nonzero accessible subring in &‘. 
But, by (E) on so, R - j contains no nonzero accessible subring in 
So 2 32’. Hence, J = I for any R. 
(x) -+ (xi) Immediate from (ii). 
(xi) -+ (v) Immediate from 1.4. 
III. (xii) -+ (xiii) Like the proof of (ix) + (x), but with h,(R) in 
place of h,(R). 
(xiii) --f (xiv) Ah = (m,(R): R E @‘> = {h,(R): R E @} = (X& = &* , 
(xiv) + (xii) If X* = A%‘~, then both equal &$ by (ii), so that (vii), 
and hence also (ix) hold. The result follows. 
We now examine the assertions of Theorem D in the light of the following 
regularity conditions: Z* satisfies (D) or (E); X0 satisfies (D) or (E); 
se* = x0. 
4.5. If III holds, then A?* = &$ and both satisfy (E). They may or 
may not satisfy (D). For instance, if f& is a universe of associative rings, 
then III holds for every &’ [2, Corollary 21, but z?‘* need not satisfy (D) 
[2, p. 5951. 
If III fails but II holds, then (E) holds for s0 by (ix), but fails for X* 
by (xii). Thus A& # X0 . In view of 4.9 below, there thus seems little 
prospect of an example in which Z0 satisfies (D). However, we can give 
an example in which the remaining regularity condition (D for X*) holds. 
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Thus, let A =F[a,b,c: aa=bc=a;ac=b]; I=F[u,b]; .Z=F[b]. 
Then JA! = ${A, 1, 2, F, 0}, and if .% = Y{Z, 0}, it may be verified that 
(D) holds but (E) fails for X.. = AC’, and that (E) holds but (D) fails for 
x7, = Y{A, 2, O}. 
It is also easy to produce an example in which III fails but II holds, and 
(D) for #* fails. 
4.6. Finally, if II fails then so does III, and neither &‘* nor ZV can 
satisfy (E). We give an example in which the remaining regularity conditions 
(i.e., %* = ZU, and both satisfy D) all hold. 
Set A = F[u, b, c: au = a; bb = cu = b; bc = c]; I = F[b, c]; 2 = F[c]. 
Then & = ${A, 1, 2, F, 0}, and X = X+ = Zq = Y{Z, 0} satisfies (D) 
but not (E). 
For an example of A’ such that X* = Zm but they do not satisfy (D) 
(or (E)), let ‘2~ be the universe of all F-algebras, and 2’ the class of idempotent 
F-algebras. Then 3Ea is closed under ascending unions of ideals in a given 
algebra, and is closed under extensions. Hence [l, p. 1051 2’ = &.+ . 
Furthermore, 8 = XV since for all A we must have m,(A) C A2 < A. 
G%? does not satisfy (D) in view of F[u, b: au = a; ub = b], and does not 
satisfy (E) in view of F[u, b, c: UC = b; bb = cc = c]. 
If *%.+ # #Q we cannot, by 4.9, expect an example in which Z0 satisfies 
(D). For an example where Z* satisfies (D), let % be the universe of finite- 
dimensional F-algebras, and Z = J?* the class of solvable F-algebras. 
Note that A E X0\%* , where A is the algebra at the end of 4.5. To see that 
(E) fails for Zb , consider F[u, b, c: uu = a; UC = bb = b; bc = c]. 
It is also easy to give an example in which #.+ does not satisfy (D) (i.e., 
none of the regularity conditions hold). 
We now explain why (D) for Z0 seems to entail H. = &0 . 
PROPOSITION 4.7. With .% and +Y us usual, suppose a given R E 92 has 
either U.C.C. or d.c.c. on accessible subrings. If every accessible subring of R 
is in H0 , then R is in fl* . 
Proof (a.c.c.). Let I be maximal among the accessible subrings of R 
that lie in &* (one such subring is 0). If I = R we are done. Otherwise, 
we can write I i J act R for some J. By hypothesis J E tiO , so J - I E tiU , 
so J - I has a nonzero accessible subring T - I in #* . Then I < 
Tact J act R, and I and T - I are both in %* , whence also T E %* 
[l, p. 1031. This contradicts the maximality of I. 
(d.c.c.) If R $ fl* , then the collection of accessible subrings of R 
not in Z* is nonempty. Let I be minimal such. By hypothesis I E X0 , 
so I - H ~2~) where H = h,(I). S ince I - H # 0, it has a nonzero 
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accessible subring K - H in X* . Thus, H < K act I act R. Since K - H 
and H are both in Z.. , so also is K. Hence K # I. Thus, there exists T 
such that H < K act T < I act R. By choice of I we have T E %.. , whence 
T C h,(1) = H. This contradicts H # K. 
4.8. We can strengthen 4.7 slightly as follows. Inspired by group- 
theoretic terminology [9], let us say that R is minimax provided there 
exists a chain 0 = S, < S, < *.. < S, = R for some n, and such that 
each S,,i - Si has either a.c.c. or d.c.c. on accessible subrings. 
Then we have 
COROLLARY 4.9. Suppose each R E Q is minimax. If HO is hereditary, 
then SO = zF* . 
Proof. An easy induction argument shows that 4.7 extends to minimax 
rings. Thus our hypothesis forces every R E H0 to be in &?* , and the 
result then follows from Theorem D(ii). 
5. WHEN IS tik HEREDITARY? 
5.1. The condition (c,,) on .%? (3.3) states that I < R E X implies 
h,(I) = I. In particular, I E J& . That is, if (c,,) holds then also (k,) holds, 
where for each (Y we define the condition (k,) on .%’ by 
(k,) I < REX’ implies IEZa. 
This is clearly a hierarchy of ever weaker conditions. A condition weaker 
than any (k,) is 
(k,) I < REX’ implies IE#*. 
It is clear that (k,) is a necessary condition for (D,) to hold for X’; i.e., 
for &‘* to be hereditary. We will shortly prove that it is also sufficient. 
However, it suffers from the disadvantage that it refers explicitly to .$?* 
as well as to Z. To rectify this, we can argue as in 4.2, and arrive at the 
condition that I < R E LX?’ implies that every IO # 0 has a nonzero accessible 
subring in .&‘. This condition, however, is not strong enough to force .%* 
to be hereditary. We therefore introduce a somewhat stronger condition: 
(k,) If I act R E Z, then every 10 # 0 has a nonzero accessible 
subring in LX?‘; or, more compactly, 
(k,) I act R E & implies I E X0. 
This condition is certainly necessary for (D,), and has the desired property 
of referring only to &‘, and not explicitly to X* . But we are unable to 
determine whether it implies (D.+.): for a partial result see 5.3 below. 
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We start work by showing that each of the conditions (k,), (k,), (k,) 
on A? forces a similar condition on X1 . 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If 3 satisfies (k,) (or (k,)), then I < R sSl implies 
I E Pa+1 (or I E is?*). 
If s%? satisjies (k,), then I act R E Xl implies I E Zc . 
Proof. Set J = h,(I), h,(I), or m,(I), as the case may be, and let N 
be maximal in the (nonempty, inductive) class A? of ideals M of R such 
that InMCJ. Set B=nat:R-+R-N. If RB=O, then N=R, so 
that I = In R C J; i.e., in the first case I = h,(I) and I E Za+, ; in the 
second case I = h,(I) and I EL%!* ; and in the third case I = m,(I) and 
I E G+$ . So we suppose that R8 # 0, and aim for a contradiction. 
Since 0 # R9 E Xi , RB has a nonzero ideal K0 in &‘, with complete 
inverse image K, say, in R. Note that NC K. Then (In K)e < KB E L%? 
(in the first two cases), or (In K)e act KB (in the third), implies by virtue 
of the hypothesis that (I n K)e E Z+ , where we write + for one of ‘Y, *, (T. 
That is, 
X+s(InK)Bz(InK)-(InKnN)+(InK)-(InKnfi 
‘v [(In K) + J] - J = T, say. 
Since &?+ is closed under homomorphism, we have T E SC+ . In the first 
two cases, it is now immediate from the definition of J and the relation 
T<I-JthatT=O.Inthethirdcase TaccI-J.IfT#OthenT, 
and hence also I - J, has a nonzero accessible subring in &‘, again con- 
tradicting the definition of J. 
Thus T = 0, whence In K 2 J, and K EM. This contradicts the 
maximality of N in .A?, and concludes the proof. 
THEOREM E. (i) If S satisjies (k,) f OY some 01, then I < R E ST& implies 
I E &a+a for any p. 
(ii) If SS? satis$es (k,), then A$ is hereditary for each y 3 cw. 
(iii) If Z satisjes (k,), then L%$ is hereditary. 
(iv) If X satisfies (k,), then I act R E X+ implies I E SO . 
Proof. (i) By induction on p, the case J3 = 0 holding by definition of 
(k,). Suppose we have it for 8. Let us write (Y + /3 = /3 + [-/3 + (a + /3)] = 
/3 + y, say. Then, on writing X for XB , we iind that I < R E X implies 
I E XY (see 1.5). On applying 5.2, we see that I < R E #a+, = Xi implies 
I E %,I = &+,+I = =e+f3+1 .
Suppose next that p is a limit ordinal >0, and I < R E ZY implies 
48rl39/1-'3 
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1 E jr,,, for all y  < ,!3. I f  I < R E & , then, by definition (1.5) of <ui;, we 
have I < R E ZY for some y  < is, so that I E C%‘m+, C Za.+, , as required. 
This concludes the induction. 
(ii) Suppose 1< R E #tiU. Then by (i) I E #a, where p = 01+ (YW = 
~(1 + w) = NW. Thus, X=:,, is hereditary, and an easy induction based 
on the implication (D,) + (DJ of 3.7 shows that PY is hereditary for every 
y  3 CXW, whence also X.+ is hereditary. 
(iii) Since ti* = lJ {Pa: all p}, t i suffices to show for each /3 that 
I < R E *a implies I E x?* . We proceed by induction on & the case p = 0 
being our hypothesis, and the argument when /3 is a limit ordinal >0 being 
trivial. Suppose we have it for /?, and set X = sa . Thus, I < R E 3’” 
implies I E CZ* = (%a), = X* , by 1.5. So I < R E sBfl = X1 implies 
1~ Y, = Z* by 5.2. This completes the proof. 
(iv) Th p f  b e roo IS y  an easy induction on some /3 such that R E &, , 
the crucial step appearing in 5.2. 
5.3. In 6.6, we show that (k,) may hold, but (k,) fail for every or; 
thus (iii) does not follow from (ii). 
One would like to improve (iv) to read that I < R E X* implies I E %* , 
rather than merely I E tiO . We give a partial result in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose 42 is a universe of minimax rings (see 4.8). 
Then Z* is hereditary if and only if X satisfies (k,) (see 5.1). 
Proof. Suppose I < R E Z* . By hypothesis, every accessible subring 
of R, and hence in particular every accessible subring of I, is in Xm . Since 
I E @‘, the hypotheses of 4.7 all hold, and we conclude that I E 2, , as 
required. 
The converse follows immediately from the relation X.. C &$ . 
To recapitulate, the condition I act R E L%? * I E Z0 entails I act R E X* Z- 
I E e0 always, and entails I act R E %.+ => I E Y?.. in the situation of 5.4. 
Further discussion of this result may be found in 6.10 below. 
5.5. We have here considered the question of finding conditions on &’ 
that imply (D,) for X. Dually, one may ask for conditions that imply 
(E,) for Z. However, the latter question is of a radically different nature. 
For example, if &’ is the class of trivial rings: X = (R: RR = 01, then 
its radical closure in the universe of associative rings satisfies (E), whereas 
its radical closure in the universe of all rings does not. Thus, we must 
expect that conditions that ensure (E,) for % will refer not only to &? 
but also to the universe 9 in which the radical closure #. is being formed. 
A future paper by the present authors will deal with this subject. 
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5.6. We conclude this section by looking at part (i) of Theorem E. 
As usual, we write (Da) for the condition (on A?) that 2? be hereditary. 
Then we have proved that (k,) -+ (Dolw). Conversely, it is trivial that 
(Da) --+ (k,). It is tempting to believe that we might strengthen Theorem E(i) 
to read that (k,) tj (DJ if OL is a limit ordinal. 
The following considerations show that it would be very hard to construct 
a counter-example to such a conjecture. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let 2’ be arbitrary, and suppose that every R E Zu+, 
has a.c.c. on two-sided ideals in SW . Then S?* = 3E”, . 
Proof. Suppose R E s?~+~ . The ascending chain of ideals h,(R) C 
h,(R) C ..- lies in *u , and therefore stabilizes, say at h,(R). If m 3 n, 
then R - h,(R) = R - h,(R) has no nonzero ideals in 2,. Hence 
R - h,(R) has no nonzero ideals in Zm for any m < w; i.e., it is xu-semi- 
simple. So h,(R) 2 h,(R) = R. Hence R = h,(R) E Zn+1 C SW. 
We have thus shown that Zu+l = yi”, , and this yields %a = & for all 
01 > w, whence J?* = A$. 
Note 5.8. If 2’* = A?* (for some given 01), then all the conditions 
(Da) (B 3 4, (44 (B > 4, (D,), (kJ are equivalent. 
Proof. If p > 01, then Y& = %‘* = %a . Using Theorem E(i), we thus 
have (k,) = (k,) = (k,) - (Dew) = (D,) = (DJ = (Do) - (k,), yielding 
equivalence throughout. 
5.9. In particular, in any universe of finite-dimensional algebras (and 
these are the most tractable for constructing examples) the conditions of 
5.7 hold, and therefore 5.8 yields the equivalence of (k,) and (DO) for all 
)f3 > w. 
6. SUMMARY AND EXAMPLES 
6.1. We now collect together the various conditions on &’ that we 
considered in Sections 3 and 5, and show how they are related if no special 
assumption is made about fl or 42. 
The conditions are, for a any ordinal, or 01 = *, 
(km) I<AE&‘impliesIE&N; 
(DJ I < A E Za implies I E 2a ; 
(c,) I < A and .Z < J <, A with J G 2 implies h,(l) = I; 
(X) 1 < A implies h(l) 2 1 n h(A). 
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The relations that we have proved among these conditions are given 
in the following diagram, valid for any oi 3 w and any integers m, n > 1. 
(k,) - (4 - (co) - (km) - W - (kxo) - (k,) 
\r L f 1 f L 7 L / 
(Do) - (X) - (W - (W - PtxJ - Pd. 
If &’ is a radical class in %‘, they all collapse into the single condition (D). 
In view of the gap in the array of arrows at the point (co), we will first 
look for appropriate counterexamples at that point. We will later give 
examples to show that most of the arrows shown cannot be made two-headed. 
6.2. (ca) and (Di), even together, do not imply (X). Set A = F[a, b, c, d: 
bb = a; bc = du = 6; dd = d], H = F[u, b, c], I = F[u, b, d], U = F[a, b], 
L = F[& b, c]. It may be verified that the universal closure of (A} is &’ = 
&A, H, I, L, U, 2 OF, 2, F, 0}, where 2 is the one-dimensional trivial 
algebra, and F is the one-dimensional idempotent algebra (for 4 see 2.4). 
If % = 9{H, 2, L, 01, then Zi = 2 u y{ U} is hereditary, so that (Di) 
holds. Also (co) holds. But (X) fails in view of I < A; h(1) = 0 # U = 
In H =In/@). 
6.3. (X) does not imply (c,,). Set A = F[u, 6, c: ub = 6, bc = a], I = 
F[u, b]. Then ~2 = y{A, 1,Z, 0}, and take 3Ep = ${A, 2, O}. This example 
also shows that (X) does not imply (D,). F or a stronger result in this direction, 
see 6.8 below. 
6.4. (ca) does not imply (Di). Actually, in our example (Dn) fails for 
every n < w. Since (c,,) implies (D,), this is in some sense best possible. 
Our example serves also to underline the gap between (co) and (ci), since 
(ci) implies (DJ for every n > 1. 
Let @ be the universe of all finite-dimensional F-algebras. Let Z’i = 
F[z,b,c:zb=bz=b;bb=c;cc=c].Set~==~{P,,Pl-Fc,O}~Y, 
where .Y is the class of all simple F-algebras (including 2). It is easily 
verified that ~8’ is homomorphically closed. If B, = F[b, c], then B, < 
Pi E 3, and hP1(B1) = B, , so that B, E Z1\&‘. It follows easily that Z 
satisfies (q,) but is not hereditary. For each 71 3 1 we now construct 
algebras B, , P, such that B, < P, E Hn-i ; B, E Hn\%‘+, . This will 
show that, for every n < w, &n fails to be hereditary. 
Arguments due to Ryabuhin [6] can easily be refined to show how, 
given any F-algebra X, we can construct an F-algebra Y with unique proper 
ideal X, and such that Y - X is any given algebra S E Y such that dim S = 
dim X. Applying such a procedure repeatedly, starting with B, , we obtain 
a chain of algebras B, < B, < ... with B, the unique proper ideal of 
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B a+1 , and %+I - B, E Y. (Note that by 6.6 below, Y contains algebras 
of every finite dimension.) 
Let us choose a basis {b, c, = c, cg , cs ,...> for U,, B, such that, for suitable 
in > @, Cl ,***, Cj,} is a basis for B,, (every n). We then construct P,, as B, + Fz, 
with products determined by those in B, , together with xb = bz = b, 
zci = cix = 0 for all i; zz = 0. Clearly, B,, < P,, E 4%. 
SUBLEMMA I. B, E tin\Xn-, for each n 3 1. 
This has already been verified for 71 = 1. Suppose we have it for 12 (al). 
If 0 is any nonzero homomorphism of B,+l , then either ker B = 0 and 
0 # B,$ < B,,+,B with B,0 in &?a) or ker 0 = B, , and B,+,B E Y Z ~2’~. 
Thus every nonzero image of B,+l has a nonzero ideal in &?n, so that 
h,@,+J = Bnfl , and Bntl E *m+l . 
Let r be minimal such that B,,, E A$ . Certainly r # 0. So by definition 
of =%- 7 B,+1 has a nonzero ideal in %‘,-, . This is not B,,, itself, so it must 
be B,. But Bn $ e-1 , whence r-l>n-1; i.e., r>n. Thus 
B,,, E Zn+l\&n , and the induction is complete. 
SUBLEMMA II. P, E Xnpl . 
This is certainly true for 7t = 1. Suppose we have it for 71 (al). If 0 
is a nonzero homomorphism of Pn+l, then either P,,e is a nonzero ideal 
in 2Pn-1 , or PJ = 0, whence P,,+# N (Pntl - P&p N (Bstl - B&p’ E 
Y C H,+1 (for some v, 9’ # 0). Thus every P,+# # 0 has a nonzero 
ideal in .Y?‘,+~ , whence h,-,(P,+,) = P,+l , and Pncl E Xn , as required. 
This completes the proof that 2’ satisfies (cg), but that no 3E”, with n < w 
is hereditary. 
We next show that the chains of conditions (c,}, {D,}, and {k,} are all 
strict. 
6.5. We first show that (Dn+J need not imply (D,,) for any n < W, 
even in the presence of (c,,). Let 9 be the universal closure of (Pn+3 (as in 6.4), 
and X = J{Pl, PI - Fc, 0} u (9 n S), with 9’ as in 6.4. It may be 
verified that B,+l < P,,+l E Xn ; Bnfl # Za ; YZ?~+, = %2. 
6.6. To show that, for given CX, (k,+J does not imply (kJ and (DLI+J 
does not imply (D,), it suffices to give an example where the stronger condition 
(Da+3 at the (a + 1) level fails to imply the weaker condition ($) at the 
ath level. 
Note first that there exist at least two nonisomorphic simple idempotent 
F-algebras of any given ordinal dimension y > 1; e.g., S,, = F[xx, (i < 7): 
xix* = Xl ; XlXj = 3 x.1 and its anti-isomorph. Let Y be the class of all 
simple idempotent F-algebras, and construct A, E yl\s%. We may then 
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use the Ryabuhin-type method to construct inductively Ai+l with unique 
proper ideal Ai and Ai+i -AA,~9’, and A, =C@(A,:p <A) for h 
a limit ordinal >O. Furthermore, construct Bi with unique proper ideal 
Ai and Bi - Ai E Y. It is clear that we can arrange for Bi not to be iso- 
morphic to any Aj . 
Then, for given 01, set Z(a) = Z = Y u 9{&: i < a}, and let %!(a) = % 
be the universal closure of {A,} u #‘. It is easily verified inductively that 
Ai E A$+l\Zi for all i < OL, and #e+1 = a’. Thus, (Da+i) holds, but in 
view of A, < B, E #, A, 6 Zti , (k,) fails. 
Furthermore, (D,) may hold, but (Da) and (km) fail for every 01, as witness 
the example &’ = *(co), % = @!(a) in an obvious notation. 
6.7. We can use the Ryabuhin method to show also that no implication 
(c~+~) - (cn) can hold in general. 
Let C, be a two-dimensional simple algebra over F, and construct algebras 
0 < c, < c, < .‘. < c, , where Ci is the unique proper ideal of Ci+, 
(1 < i < n). Let Ci have a basis a, ,..., afti) . Construct the algebra 
A = F[a, ,..., q(n) , b, c, d: bb = b, ca, = cb = cc = c; da, = afcn), dc = b, 
dd = a, , aiai as in C,], and set Ji = F[q ,..., afti) , b, c] (1 < i < n), 
I = F[b, c], F = F[c]. Bi = F[u, )..., of , C] (1 ~ i ~ ~), Di = C,+1 - Ci 
(1 < i < n), I = F[b, c], F = F[c]. 
Then Ji has proper ideals Ji-1, Bi , Biel , 1, F (; > l), and respective 
difference algebras Di , F, Di @F, Ci , Ci OF. 
It follows easily that the universal closure & of A is, up to isomorphism, 
the above-listed algebras together with 2. In & the class &’ = #{ J1 , B, , 
C, , C, OF, F, 0} is homomorphically closed. We have I < Jl <, A; 
I < A, Jl E A?, but h,&) = 0. 
On the other hand, Jl > I is the only example in &’ of an &‘-ring with 
a non-&’ ideal. Thus, to verify that &’ satisfies (c,-,), it suffices to consider 
I < J1 <,-, T for some T. But then T C Jn , so that h,(1) = 1, and 
(c& holds. 
6.8. We next show that (co) (i.e., (cn) for every n) may hold, but (Do) 
fail. Our example is inspired by [5, 2.121. Let @! be the class of all associative 
rings, and X the subclass of those R E ‘49 such that (a) every accessible 
subring of R is idempotent, and (b) R is a principal ideal of itself. Clearly, 
&’ is homomorphically closed. Suppose I < JES? with J a subring of 
R E %, and 0 # I < 21. We produce a nonzero H-ideal Y of R contained 
in I. Choose 0 # y E 1, and set Y = ( Y)~ , the principal ideal of R generated 
by {y}. Then Y< JES’, so that Y=YYY=Y(y),YCYyYC 
(Y)~ = Y, yielding equality throughout. Thus Y is a principal ideal of 
itself, and so is in #. This shows that .Z satisfies (cm). (Note that we did 
not even need Jacc R.) 
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On the other hand, %’ is not hereditary. For if R is an infinite Boolean 
ring with I, then R cannot have a.c.c., so not all ideals I of R are principal 
ideals of R, or, equivalently, principal ideals of themselves. For a nonprincipal 
ideal Iwe have I < REX, but I#&@. 
6.9. In summary, we have established the following nonimplications 




-yX)/ j =yD) (%>-I----+ o-l--- -- WL, 
and 
Pa) -l------- Pu+l> ---l- (k) -l---- (km+,). 
6.10. We have not yet considered the condition (k,) of 5.1, and we 
now do so. Proposition 5.4 suggests the (open) conjecture that (k,) implies 
(D,). We now show that certain natural slight weakenings of (kJ do not 
in general imply (D,). Let C, = F[u, b: aa = a; ab = b]; 2 = F[b], and 
for given n, form a chain 2 < C, < C, < ... < C,,, , where C, is the 
unique proper ideal of C,+r for 0 < i < n. In the Ryabuhin technique 
Si = C,,, - Ci has dimension 2i, so that no Si is isomorphic to F. Now set 
& = 3{0, F, Z, C, ,..., C,,, , S, ,... , S,), and % = ${O, Z, C,,, , S, ,..., S,). 
It is easily verified that & is a universe and &’ = X* is a nonhereditary 
radical class in it. We have HU = d’\Y{F, Cl}. In view of C, act C,,, E 2, 
mh(Cl) = Z # C, , .8 does not satisfy (k,). Nevertheless, it satisfies the 
weaker condition (IT) below for every Y < n - 1, and it also satisfies the 
weaker condition (II) below. 
(IT) I <, A E ti implies I E X0 ; 
(II) 0 # I act A E A?’ implies that I has a nonzero accessible subring 
in 2. (In other words, in the partially ordered set of nonzero accessible 
subrings of any A E .x?, the rings in % are coinitial.) 
By comparison with 
(k,) I act A E &’ implies that every 10 # 0 has a nonzero accessible 
subring in X, 
condition (I,) replaces “I act A” with “1 <(, A,” and (II) replaces “every 
18 # 0” with “1, if not 0.” Our example shows that with either or both 
these weakened versions of (k,), and for any value of Y, the implication 
(k,) 3 (D,) (valid at least for minimax rings by 5.3) breaks down in general. 
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6.11. For suitably well-behaved 8, however, we do have the implications 
(IA =s- CD,) and (11) * Pd. 
Suppose first that &.. satisfies (E) (e.g., % consists of associative rings). 
Then the weakest of the (I,), viz (I,), is the same as (k,) in view of the 
equality s0 = 2.. of Theorem D III. Thus (D,) holds by Theorem E(iii). 
Suppose next that Z’ has the property that h,(l) < A whenever I < A E 4. 
This condition is stronger than (E,), and again holds in any universe of 
associative or alternative rings [2, Theorem 2 and Corollary]. We show 
that (II) 5 (k,). If I < A EL%‘, set 0 = nat: A -+ A - h,(I). If 10 = 0, 
then IE&$, as required. Otherwise, 0 # 10 < A0 E X, and (II) yields 
a nonzero accessible X-subring of the SZ* ring 10. This contradicts (E,). 
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